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Josh
•Seventh grade boy

•LD

•Behavior problems in science and social 
studies

Josh (continued)

•Parents got a lawyer

•Concerned about the behavior problems

•No previous complaints or hearings



Josh (more)

•Change in level of services

•No real progress monitoring data

•No plan in the IEP to address his 
escalating behavior problems

•Same reading goal for three years

There were seven other fifth, sixth, 
and seventh grade boys who also 

were found to not be making progress 

What is SDI?



SDI
What is it?

SDI
Why?

SDI
Who?



SDI
How?

The SDI Process

Guam 

Goals v. Systems 



You do not rise to the level of your goals. 
You fall to the level of your systems.  

-James Clear

Step One
Formative Assessment Data 

1. Compared to grade 
2. School district level

Step Two
Determine the student’s knowledge 

Again, formative 
Compare to school norms



Step Three
Methodology for Instruction 

UDL 
DI 

Explicit Instruction

Step Four
Explicit 

Scaffolded 

Use HLP’s when possible

Step Five
Monitor, Monitor, Monitor



An Accommodation itself is not 
considered SDI.  

Teaching the student how to use the 
accommodation is a form of SDI.

Examples
Student Need: Independence 

Possible SDI: Behavior contract, Timer

Example #2
Student Need: Environment causes problems 

Possible SDI: Minimal distractions, Proximity, Change of Seats, Smaller Groups



Example #3
Student Need: Problems with the Pace 

Possible SDI: Guide practice, pre-teaching, re-teaching, notes

Example #4
Student Need: Time  

Possible SDI: Extended time

Example #5
Student Need: Anxiety issues with task completion 

Possible SDI: Chunking of the task, modeling



SDI
Who should design?

SDI
How to monitor for effectiveness?

SDI
Important Points 

What it is Not



SDI
Important Points 

What is really is

SDI
What drives the process?

SDI
The Process 

PLAAFP 

NEEDS 

How is the disability manifested?



SDI
What the Teacher Does



SDI
Daily Considerations

First Big Tip
When developing the content of a 

student’s IEP and subsequently 
reviewing and revising it, be sure that 
the present levels of performance and 
annual goals are based on academic 
& functional assessments and other 
data that are relevant and current



Second Big Tip 

Continuously monitor and measure 
a child’s progress on annual goals 

(and objectives/benchmarks, if 
applicable) and maintain specific data 
to demonstrate that progress has been 

made.

Why should Goals be Measurable?
• In the IDEA amendments of 1990, goals, for the 
first time, were required to be measurable 

• If goals are not measurable, or are not measured, 
special educators cannot show student progress 

 

Measuring Student Progress
 IDEA requires that we measure student 

progress toward each of a student’s goals, 
react to that information, and report progress 
to his/her parents. 

 



Better Tip of the Day 
When progress report and other data 

indicate that a student’s annual goal will not 
be met, determine why, make needed 

instructional changes, and continue to 
collect and report data

Why Progress-Monitoring
• Lack of focus:  Teachers are uncertain about the key 

indicators of student growth 

• Vital signs:  Teachers need simple and accurate 
measure that can be used to monitor growth 

• Problems with standardized achievement tests and 
subjective opinions.  Fail to capture growth

Monitoring Progress: Legal Requirements

• Measure a student’s progress toward his/her goal (formative 
evaluation) 

• Report a student’s progress to his/her parents (reporting 
schedule) including data 

• Revise the special education program if a student is not 
making progress 

• Continue to monitor progress



Monitoring Progress: Checklist

✓ Was the method of monitoring progress and the 
schedule/format for reporting the student’s progress 
to his or her parents included in the IEP? 

✓ If the data showed that the student may not meet 
his or her goals, were needed instructional changes 
made to the student’s program and did the teacher 
continue to monitor progress?

It Starts with Free Appropriate Public 
Education (FAPE)
FAPE is defined as special education and related services that: 

• Are provided at public expense, under public supervision and direction, 
and without charge. 

• Meet the standards of the state education agency. 

• Include preschool, elementary school, or secondary school education in 
the state. 

• Are provided in conformity with an IEP.   

IDEA & SDI
Core of Special Education 

• Student who receive sped services must receive SDI in order to be in compliance with IDEA  

SDI must be REQUIRED rather than merely beneficial 
• Considered during the evaluation process 

Specially designed instruction (SDI) is defined by IDEA as “adapting, as appropriate 
to the needs of an eligible child, the content, methodology, or delivery of 
instruction to address the unique needs of the child that result from the child’s 
disability and to ensure…” 34 CFR §300.39(b)(3).



What is SDI? 
Describes what the teacher will do to assist the student to 
progress from the present level of performance to the level of the 
goal set.  

✓ Instruction that allows a student with a disability to make 
progress in the general Curriculum. 

✓ Instruction that allow a student with a disability to close a 
skill gap. 

✓ Adaptation to instructional content, methodology, or 
delivery. 

Why is SDI Provided 

SDI provides the 
opportunity for teachers to 
approach instruction with a 

positive mindset of “how 
can I” best adapt and 
deliver instructional 

content according to the 
unique needs that result 

from a student’s disability.
Address 

Gaps

Ensure 
Accessibility

Ensure FAPE

SDI is Different from Other Educational Approaches

MTSS
• Responsive, systematic, 

evidence, based frameworks 
• SDI works within an MTSS/

Tiered framework.  

Personalized Learning
Pace, instructional 

approaches, objectives, 
content, activities are 

optimized for the needs of 
each learner. 

UDL and Di
Responsive, systematic 
evidence-based instruction

All student received 
core instruction,  

supplemental, and 
intensive interventions 

as needed; students 
with exceptionalities 
ALSO received SDI.  



Specially 
Designed 
Instruction within 
an MTSS 
Framework

1. How are MTSS and SDI interrelated?  

2. What do see as difficulties in documenting SDI in an 
MTSS framework? 

3. What strategies could a team use to overcome 
these difficulties? 

UDL is set of principles for 
curriculum development that give all 
individuals equal opportunities to 
learn. UDL provides a blueprint for 
creating instructional goals, methods, 
materials, and assessments that work 
for everyone–not a single, one-size-
fits-all solution but rather flexible 
approaches that can be customized 
and adjusted for individual needs.

1. How are UDL and SDI interrelated?  

2. What do see as difficulties in documenting SDI when the UDL principles are used? 

3. What strategies could a team use to overcome these difficulties? 

1. How are Personalized Learning and SDI interrelated?  

2. What do see as difficulties in documenting SDI when Personalized Learning is used? 

3. What strategies could a team use to overcome these difficulties? 

A diverse variety of  

• educational programs,  

• learning experiences,  

• instructional approaches, 

• and academic support strategies 

• intended to address the distinct learning 
needs, interests, aspirations, or cultural 
backgrounds of individual students.  

• generally seen as an alternative to so-called 
“one-size-fits-all” approaches to schooling



Specially Designed Instruction 

Specially designed instruction means adapting, as appropriate to the needs of a 
student, the content, methodology, or delivery of instruction.  

What does that mean?  

• Content: Knowledge and skills being taught to the SWD 
• Methodology: Instructional strategies or programs used with SWD 
• Delivery of instruction: The way in which instruction is delivered to SWD 

❖ SDI may involve a combination of any aspects of the student ’s instruction, including materials, 
techniques, assessments, and activities.  

Providing SDI = Adapting…

Methodology
HOW  taught or  
HOW learning is 
demonstrated

• Adapt ways to 
engage with the 
content

• Adapt way the 
content is assessed

Delivery
WHERE, WHEN, with WHOM

• Adapt level of 
personal assistance

• Adapt the process 

• Adapt the setting

Content
What is Taught

• Adapt Difficulty

• Adapt Preference or 
Interest

• Adapt 
meaningfulness

Adapted Content

Examples: 
• Learn different material (e.g. Continue to work on 

multiplication when classmates move on to 
fractions). 

• Get graded or assessed using a different standard 
than other students. 

• Be excused from particular projects.



Adapted Methodology
Examples: 

• Listen to audio recordings instead of reading text. 
• Have access to an outline of the lesson 
• Use visual presentations of verbal materials such as 

work webs 
• Give written lists of instruction  
• Create alternate projects or assignments 
• Allow student to verbally respond to written test 

questions 
• Allow a project in place of a written assessment

Adapted Delivery

Examples: 
• Take more time to complete projects or tests 
• Have extra time to process spoken information 
• Give opportunities to provide the learning through 

visual, tactile, and auditory means.   
• Receive intervention in an alternate setting  

Sample Lesson
Learning objective: Correctly calculate the percentage of a given number.  
  
Lesson – The teacher will work through calculating the sale price on the board 
with the whole group.  Students will then be allowed to work together in groups 
of 2 to practice this skill with a given worksheet.   
  
Assessment – Students will list 10 items they would like to purchase and the 
current price from a grocery store ad.  The teacher will orally give the 
percentage of the sale and the student will then write the equation and 
calculate the sale price.   



 Modifications
DO NOT fundamentally alter or lower 

expectation/ standards in Instructional 
level content or performance criteria. 

Changes are made in order to provide 
equal access to learning and equal 
opportunity to demonstrate knowledge. 

Help students overcome or work around 
a learning difference. 

Level the playing field by changing 
“how” students work through the general 
education curriculum.   

Change the target skill 

Changes the learning expectation 

Changes the complexity of the skill 
being taught or measured 

Changes are made to provide student 
meaningful and productive learning 
experience based on individual needs 
based on ability 

Applies to student with IDEA identified 
disabilities.  

Accommodations

Who Can Provide SDI?
Qualified Special Education Teacher 
Qualified Related Service Provided

General Education Teacher 
Therapy Assistant

Under the supervision 
of qualified sped 
teacher or qualified 
related service provider

In collaboration with 
the General 
Education teacher

When and Where is SDI Delivered

Any time or place where school 
related activities occur.

The the maximum extent 
possible with non-disabled 
peers. 

Intentionally 
selected setting: 

• General Ed 
Classroom 

• Large Group  

• Small Group 

• Individual 

• Special Ed 
Classroom



How is SDI Documented

Data SheetsIEP

Other SDI 
Documentation Treatment 

Plans

How is SDI 
Verified and 
Monitored for 
Effectiveness

Progress Monitoring Tools IEP Progress Reports

Data Sheet and Therapy 
Service Notes

Walk-Through by General 
Education or Special 

Education Administrators

SDI Tool

Supplementary Aides 
and Services

Related ServicesGroups size or Individual 
Instruction

Skill or Focus of 
Instruction

Instructional Methods, 
strategies and/or 

interventions

How does this student’s day Look 
different than any other student? 



Damien, 4th grader  

• Average listening comprehension skills for a 4th grader  

• Reads second grade material with adequate fluency and accuracy.  

• Damien demonstrates slow writing speed, difficulty with writing out math 
problems, difficulty taking notes and poor spelling and handwriting.  

• He is working on computational and problem-solving skills in addition and 
subtraction, while his classmates are currently working on developing 
multiplication skills.  

• When presented with a change in routine, or a novel situation, Damien 
frequently demonstrates confusion and anxiety (e.g., asks repeated 
questions, stands up, tenses his muscles, pinches himself). These 
behaviors occur on the average of five times per academic class period. 

Considerations 
  
 

Specially Designed Instruction Provider Location Frequency

Skill/Focus of 
Instruction 
 

1. Addition and Subtraction 
2. Appropriate transition between 

activities

  Daily

How (please list any 
instruction 
methods, strategies 
and/or interventions 
here)

1. Teach student to use self-Checking 
strategies

Gen and sped 
teacher

Gen ed and 
special ed

Daily

Small Group or 
Individual 
Instruction?  

1. Solve addition problem by using 
manipulatives 

2. Individual instruction in Addition 
and Subtraction  

 

1. Gen Ed 
teacher

1. General Ed 
classroom  

2. Special Ed 
classroom

1. Daily for 30 
minutes 

2. Daily for 30 
minutes

Summary of 
Supplementary Aids 
and Services 
 

1.  In other sections where addition is 
needed, provide a math facts 
reference sheet 

2. Provide a visual cue prior to 
change of activities and verbal 
reminders.   

 

1. Gen Ed 
teacher 

2. Gen Ed 
Teacher

1. Gen Ed 
Classroom  

2. Gen Ed 
Classroom

1. Daily as needed 
2. Dally as needed

Summary of Related 
Services 

None at this time    

How Is It Determined That a Student Needs 
SDI? 
• In order to be eligible for special education services, a child must: 

• Have a qualifying disability 

• that impacts the student’s progress in the general curriculum 

• and be in need of special education and related services in order to 
access,  and progress in,  the general curriculum.



What Is Special Education?  

• Specially designed instruction 

• Individualized to meet the student’s unique needs 

• Adapts content, methodology, or delivery of instruction 

• Ensures access to the general education curriculum so a child with a 
disability can meet the educational standards that apply to all children

• Something special is being done to the instruction. 

• Specially designed and individualized 
• to meet the child’s unique needs 

• to mitigate the effects of the child’s disability 

• Special education teaches skills, strategies, and techniques designed 
to address the particular difficulties of individual students in order to 
help those students learn effectively. 

• Special education is meant to be a portable, transferrable set of skills. 

• Creates lifelong skills that can be used across settings and topics

Content, Methodology, and Delivery
What does that mean? 

• Content: Knowledge and skills being taught to the student 

• Methodology: Instructional strategies or programs used with the 
student 

• Delivery of instruction: The way (not where) in which instruction is 
delivered to the student



Implementation: Content

• A list of the adaptations to content in a given subject 

• Adaptations as determined by IEP team

Implementation: Methodology

• Research-based methodology that is included  in the lesson and is in 
addition to the general lesson plan 

• Determined by IEP team

Implementation: Delivery of Instruction

• What is needed by an individual student, based on the impact of his/
her disability, to access the general curriculum 

• How the delivery is adapted for the individual student 

• Determined by the IEP team



SDI Worksheet 
~~ Information can be in the PLAAFP, services, goals, etc. ~~ 

* Evidence of SDI must address at least one of the following: content, methodology, and delivery of instruction.  Adapting any 
one of these three in isolation, however, may not constitute SDI. 

Content 

(Curriculum based on 
grade-level standards) 

Methodology 
(Instructional design of 

content, based on research 
or best practice) 

 

Delivery 
(Application and 

implementation of 
methodology that 
are necessary and 

specified within the 
IEP) 

How is 
instruction 
different 

from what 
all other 
students 
receive?  

 

Is instruction 
individualized?  

(Yes or No) 

Is SDI 
evident? 

(Yes or No) 

 

How Does the Team Assess What SDI May Be 
Needed?
Through the development of the IEP, which includes four main parts: 
• Present levels—What do we currently know about the student and his needs? 

• Measurable annual goals—Based on his needs, what do we want him to be able to do 
next in order to move forward? 

• Special education and related services & supports—What kind of help does he need 
in order to work on the annual goals and the general curriculum? 

• Educational placement—In what type of environment does he need to be placed in 
order to successfully access these services and supports? 

*Determining specially designed instruction is meant to be a process. Each decision informs 
the next. SDI is determined by the IEP team,  based on all of the above pieces*

What Is Not Special Education? 
• Accommodations 

• Allow the student equal access to learning 
• Do not substantially change the instructional level 
• Do not substantially change the performance criteria 
• Do not substantially change the content of the curriculum or assessments 
• Are task -or situation -dependent 

• Tutoring 

• Remedial general education instruction/classes 

• Aide support  
• Assist, reinforce, reteach 
• Supplementary aids and services



• The mere presence of a certified special education teacher 

• The mere presence of other children with disabilities 

• A class schedule or class period 

• Frequency and duration of services should be specifically chosen for each 
student based on needs, not schedules. 

• All instruction given to a child with a disability while at school 

• A place 

• A student 

• There is no such thing as a special education student!

What Are Related Services? 
• Required to assist the child in benefitting from special education  

• Developmental, corrective, and other supportive services  

• Include, but are not limited to: 
• Speech-language therapy 
• Occupational or physical therapy 
• Counseling 
• Transportation 
• Nursing services 
• Interpreting services

What Is Least Restrictive Environment? 
IEP teams must consider that,  to the maximum extent appropriate, 
children with disabilities are educated: 

• With their nondisabled peers 

• In special classes or schools, or otherwise removed from the regular 
education environment only when education in the regular class cannot be 
achieved satisfactorily with the use of supplementary aids and services 

• As close to home as possible 

• In the same school he or she would attend if nondisabled 

*LRE means something different for every child and is based on each child’s 
unique needs.



What Is a Continuum of Service Options? 
Schools must ensure the availability of a continuum of alternative placements. 

• Special education services provided in the regular education classroom 
• Special education services provided in the resource or “pull out” setting 
• Special education services provided in the self-contained setting 
• Special education services provided in a private day school 
• Home-based instruction—special education services provided in the home 

• This is not the same as homebound status or home-schooling 

• Special education services provided in hospitals or institutions  
• Special education services provided in residential treatment centers (RTCs) 

Schools must ensure the educational placement decisions are made by the IEP team 
based on the student’s unique needs, not on the school’s service model.

Behavioral Data 
Collection

A lot of referrals 

Why? 
 

How much?



Data Based Decision 
Making 

Objective 
Observable

Problem Areas 
Weird 

Crazy 

Lazy 

Strange

Identify the Behavioral 
Issue 

Clear Definition 

Out of control?



Plan Data Collection
Frequency 

Duration 

Latency 

Think of the audience?

Collect Enough

Different cycles 

Different days 

Different times 

Different prompts

Meaningful educational 
progress 

1. School officials (plus the IEP team)

2. Assess the impact of bullying on the student 
(academic and nonacademic)

3. Meeting to determine impact on the disability, 
not punishment for other students



Progress 

Is an evaluation necessary?

What additional information 
would be helpful?

Services 

Additional?

Different?

Additional supervision?

Placement 

Change necessary?

LRE!

Do not victimize the student 
any more



Train Staff 

Notify staff of any changes to 
the IEP

Notify staff of need to monitor 
the student

504 

Take actions against 
perpetrators

Investigate ALL complaints

Take seriously

Address Problem 
Behaviors 

Don’t wait for additional 
problems

Make sure students feel safe



Agendas at Meetings

Pros: 

1) Reduce anxiety about what is to be covered 

2) Give clear guidance about what is to be addressed 

3) Should help participants stay on track 

4) Should help make sure everything is covered

Captures Everyones Attention 

1. Get information from the parents 

2. Include note from parents 

3. Show parents where items will be covered 

4. Prevents hijacking



First

1.List the order for the meeting 

2. List who will speak 

3. Not a script 

4. Procedural items first

Stay the Course 

1. Reminds participants of items 

2. Not a confrontational way to 
keep on track 

3. Jointly dealing with the agenda

Review Meeting 
Expectations 

A lot to cover 

Keep participants focused



Customize the Agenda 

Date 
Name 

Partipants 
Location

Other Points?

Spanish? 

General education teachers 

NO TIME LIMITS

Documenting IEP 
Meetings



PLAAFP/PLEP/PLOP

Update every year! 

New scores, new 
teacher comments, new 

status updates

Current

Do not talk about future needs! 

Nothing speculative 

Reconvene when need arises

DO Not Name Specific

Classrooms 

Teachers 

Methodologies



Include Parent 
Statements 

Be careful if they say 

. . . .which requires

Keep Minutes 

Other than team leader 

Record objectively 

No comments

Include Detail 

Just enough 

Summarize 



Draft IEP’s 
Working with Parents

Valuable Tool 

1) Saves time 
2) Road map 
3) Not set in stone

Start with Parents Role 

1) Draft is a starting point for 
discussion 
2) Parents have a roles as a 
team member 
3) Need their help to develop 
the final version



Time 

1) Provide a draft ahead of time 
2) If not, give time to review 
3) Watch your timelines 
4) Answer questions 
5) Answer terminologies 
6) Answer services 
7) Answer everything

Revise 

1) Bring red pens 
2) Listen to parents 
3) Listen to teachers 
4) Fully consider all options

LRE 

Inclusion with support is less 
restrictive than a self-

contained setting without 
support



Specialized Instruction 

1. Multiples sources for present levels 

2. Identify services needed to achieve 
goals 

3. Teach students skills associated with 
accommodations

Remember the key phrases   
• Based on a student’s needs and potential for growth 
• Challenging, ambitious measurable goals 
• Progress appropriate in light of a student’s circumstances 
• Internal Consistency

Josh Revisited



Expectations

• Happy 
• Friendly 

• Athletic 

• Good natured 

• Pretty 

• Well-mannered 

• Well-behaved

• Outgoing 
• Smart 
• Independent 
• Optimistic 
• Hard worker 
• Enthusiastic 
• Teacher pleaser

Reality

• Intellectual disability 
• ADHD 

• LD 

• Autistic 

• Deaf 

• Blind/Visually Impaired 

• PDD

• EBD 
• At-risk 
• Needy 
• Teacher dislikes 
• No friends 
• People shun 
• Lonely 
• Not independent

David Bateman, PhD
Teacher 
Building administrator 
Hearing Officer 
Consultant 

twitter spedlawblog 
facebook spedlawblog 


